NDSC5: Goals and Objectives
NDS Labs

- Showcase new services in NDS Labs
  - Monday tutorials
  - NDS demos later this morning

- Provide an update on future development plans
  - Monday tutorials
  - pilot planning on Wednesday
Pilots

• Provide updates from pilot projects currently working in NDS Labs
  – Pilot Project Reports later this morning

• Develop plans and activities for the duration of the pilots
  – Pilot Planning on Wednesday
  – advancing pilot projects with measurable outcomes

• Discuss potential future pilot projects proposed by participants
  – Pilot Planning on Wednesday
Surveying the State of the Art:
science data research, consortia, and initiatives

• Technology Frontiers Lightning Talks Panel
  – just after lunch today
• Science Requirements Lightning Talks Panel
  – this afternoon
• Publishers and Data Services Initiatives
  Lightning Talks Panel
  – following afternoon break today
• Ecosystem Map
  – just before adjourning today
Collaboration Opportunities

• Big Data hubs
  – panel discussion later this morning
  – explore ways NDS can help provide data sharing resources to the Hubs

• DIBBs/DataNET Panel
  – Wednesday morning
  – potential to integrate their projects into NDS Labs

• Other: NDS – XSEDE (2.0)
  – on the horizon, but could start any time